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Study first? But why? ..... 

I’ve always heard that phrases every time my friends and I will walk through the pathway of our guidance room. Too many students with their parents are called because of their tiredness in doing school activities. Chatting with friends through Facebook, playing tablets and computer games, jamming with music in iPod, watching television those are the things are youth of today focuses.

At a very young age, children nowadays are like a professional when it comes to computers and they are really updated about the trending topics in our society. I imagine about how level is education in their priorities? How often do they open their notes to study their lectures and to do their assignments? How can do they read books using one eye and one hand holding on it while the other eye and hand is focused in computer games? For it is difficult for them to memorize or to easily understand one paragraph or sentence but when you try to ask them about the latest downloadable apps in android or iOS they have already memorized it alphabetically. Some of them cut classes just to rally their friends and heroes in online games like Mobile Legends and DOTA.

Do they even know how blessed they are to have education? Compared to those people who work very hard just to arrive at their schools? They write lectures under the shade of the tree while using just one paper and a small pencil. Study shows that the Philippines dropped a total of 10 places this year to 55th, earning an overall score of only 42.11 out of 100 points. In 2017, Philippines was placed 45th. (Khidhir, 2018) Think about those area and residents in our country who are not able to obtain suitable education.
They study without any help of those technological marvels that one of us is addicted to. How about try to use those technologies in positive way which can help you to achieve your goals towards your studies? Where you can use your computers and laptops in searching in your assignment or doing some of your project in it.

Just exert little effort, because those technologies will past but one thing for sure education will last. I know education seems to be boring sometimes but try to enjoy it, instead of making your life busy and stressful from those computer games. Always remember life without education can lead you to nothing.

Now to each one of you, I encourage to study first so that at the of the day you will realize how lucky you are and that education is very essential in each man’s life.
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